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From: Glenn Millers
To: Daniel Collins 2
Date: 6/8/04 10:20AM
Subject: Re: Visual Aide for next week's public meeting with PSEG

Dan,
The graphic services people agreed to a COB Thursday deadline, however, as a defense-in-depth/cya

measure, I will get the WPC to print a big copy of it out as well. If the graphic services route doesn't work,
Jeff and I can run out to Kinko's (or a crafts store) and do an in-house poster.

The finished product will be in your office Saturday.

Do you have a means of transporting this poster or should I ask around for some kind of cover?

Ed

>>> Daniel Collins 06/08/04 09:25AM >>>
Thanks for the offer. We are going to need it for a dry-run of the Region's presentation that is scheduled
with Hub on Monday morning. I'm going to be down in Rockville on Saturday so, picking it up (if it is
ready) won't be a problem.

If it turns out that it won't be ready until next week, we can improvise for the dry-run and you can bring the
poster with you to the meeting.

/>>> Glenn Miller 06/08/2004 9:18:54 AM >>>
Not a problem, however, either Jeff or I could bring it up with us to save you a trip down to MD

.'>>> Daniel Collins 06/08/04 09:14AM >>> Ft4_
Ed/Jeff -

For next week's public meeting with PSEG we would like to have a BIG visual aide (i.e.: a poster) that
graphically shows the ROP.

Can one of you please see if you can have the slide in the attached file printed out in large format and
dry-mounted? Work planning center (on the 5th floor of OWFN) can do the printing. Graphic art (on 6th
floor of TWFN) can do the dry mounting (take the large print over, wind your way past the photo
dark-room and there is a station somewhat like a fax station where you get the form to fill out and drop off
the print for mounting).

I'll be back down in the DC area over the weekend, and I can pick it up from the office to bring back up
here with me on Sunday.

Thanks,
Dan

1) Check with either OE (Dave Nelson might be a good contact) or the


